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Dukakis campaigns
across California
John A'hizu
Edi<orial Editor
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UOP students rally support for Democratic presidential nominee Michael Dukakis. The governor ended
a whistle stop tour of central Calif. in Stockton on Sunday.

Legal advice available
rom the ~~..,.........

ASUOP provides free service

• or c II 946-2155.
Jon Bibler

Monday

Staff Writer

One of the services that ASUOP
offers to UOP students is free legal

t;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;~;~ setvice. It is designed for those times

when students require some sort of
legal advice or the services of a
lawyer in any way.
Once a week, on Wednesday nights
from 7 to 9 p.m., local auomey Robert
Slade visits the UOP campus and
provides legal advice for students at
no charge. Advice is offered on a
wide variety oflegal questions ranging from problems with landlords to
parking tickets and minor car acci-
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'1llis is purely a service for the
lllldents," said Gillian Murphy,
~eral manager of ASUOP. "Students can just drop in and talk with
the attorney on Wednesday nights or
they can make an appointment to see

bim."
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Whether the problem requires a
B!eat deal of legal advice or not, the
ltomey is provided to hear legal
QUestions and give advice on the
~biem.

•1
"No matter how small or large a
problem you can come in to see the
attorney ,"Murphy said. Students are
encouraged to take advantage of this
since ASUOP pays his contract
Murphy explains that ASUOP and
the attorney stress confidentiality.
"The meetings with the lawyer are
held in confidence. One of the nice
things is that it's a quiet time in the
ASUOP office, so the students can
have privacy. A receptionist is there
to greet the students and help them if
the lawyer is already with a student."
"I think it's a program students
need. Over 80 students used this
service last year and that is a lot of
people for something as specialized
as our legal service here," continued
Murphy.
"Mostly, students come in wiht
questions or problems that relate to
everyday occurrences like the parking ticket or the minor car accidents," said Murphy. "Sometimes
students just wonder what their legal
rights are in a certain situation."
Murphy stresses that the service is
also available to campus organiza-

tions and clubs if they have any
question regrding legal issues. The
attorney can also advise clubs on
laws regarding their activities and
mambership policies.
AS UOP Legal Service is here for
those students who want fair, professional legal advice without having
to pay for all of the costs usually
involved with getting a lawyer.
"This is a service for the students to
come and use," said ASUOP President Eric Kjcldgaard. "I think it really
helps them (students) in sorting out
some of their legal questions and
concerns, especially for the foreign
students who may not know all of
the laws of this country."
If the students decide to see the
attorney in private consultation, they
will receive a discount in lawyer
fees.
Meetings with Attorney Slade are
every Wednesday night from 7 to 9
p.m. in the ASUOP office. Appointments can be made Monday through
Friday for private consultation with
the attorney by calling the ASUOP
office at 946-2233.

Male clubs continue to ban women
PRINCETON, N.J. (CPS) -- Princeton University's two all-male
"eating clubs" won't have to admit
'~~omen after all, an appeals court
has ruled.
The decision reversed a 1987 New
lersey.state order that the clubs -llhich many observers see as the
81art of the "good old boy" network
lhat encourages grads to hire each
0ther -- let women join them.
lnract, much of Princeton's social
life revolves around the 13 clubs
tiherc most juniors and seniors eat.
&y excluding women, the clubs effectively isolate them from sume
tampus life and eventually, from
So~e of the career opportunities that
arise from the "network," lawyers
fOr Princeton graduate Sally Frank ·Who began fighting for admission
as ajunior nearly a decade ago --

argue,
lhe three-judge panel ruled Oct 4

that lower courts had made procedural errors that kept the clubs from
&ctting a fair hearing.
lhlhe two clubs-- the Ivy Club and
b eliger Inn --are the only two that
ar Women. The other nine clubs on

campus began admitting women in
1969, when Princeton itself went
coed.
Yet other clubs on other campuses
remain segregated. ·
Two "secret societies" at Yale, for
example, have refused to admit
women. New York's all-male University Club -- founded as an urban

"I'm disappointed that...
clubs will continue
discriminating"
refuge for grads of various Ivy League
schools -- voted last year to ignore
local anti-discrimination laws and
continue excluding women. Harvard,
like Princeton, also has all-male eating
clubs.
"Of course I'm disappointed that
reverse on a
the court decided
technicality and that, as a result, the
clubs will be able to continue discriminating for several years," said
former student Frank. "But I remain
committed as ever to eliminating the
clubs' policies barring women."

to

"The court has ordered what we
have sought for quite a while: due
process," said Barbara Strapp Nelson,alawyerfortheivyClub."Now,
Ivy will finally receive the fair hearing it is entitled to as to whether it is
a private or public accommodation."
Pamela Poff, director of the New
Jersey Division of Civil Rights, had
rejected an earlier ruling by an
administrative law judge who said
the clubs did not have to admit women
as long as they severed their ties to
the university.
Poff said the clubs were public
accommodations subject to anti-discrimination laws, and could be required to admit women.
A month after Poff's ruling, the
Tiger Inn's Board of Governors voted
to cut any tics to the school rather
than be forced to admit women.
Officials said they eliminated ties
with Princeton's intramural :~ports
program, pulled out of the Intraclub
Council, and even asked that college-owned snowplows raise their
blades when they passed the club's
building.

Presidential candidate Michael
Dukakis ended a series of Central
Valley whistle stop campaign appearances that began in Bakersfield
Sunday morning, arriving Sunday
evening at the Stockton Southern
Pacific Depot to an estimated throng
of 1000 supporters.
The strategy behind the whistle stop
train tour, reminiscent of former
President Harry Truman's Central
Valley excursion during the 1948
presidential campaign, was to gain
more exposure for Dukakis in traditionally strong democratic areas of
California, a state he is losing, according to recent polls. Vice President Bush had campaigned the pre' ious week in the Silicon Valley
hoping to sway the large undecided
vote in that region.
Although the Dukakis train was
over an hour late, the crowd, estimated at around 1000 people, was
kept occupied by speeches from local
democratic leaders. Later, entertainment was provided by a local high
shcool marching band and recorded
music, keeping the crowd in good

spirits. The crowd itself was comprised of an even mix of male females, and racial backrouncts.' reflecting the diversity of the Stockton
community. Members of the UOP
Young Democrats were also on hand
to greet the Democratic nominee.
Dukakis spoke on the issues that
reflect the concerns of Californians;
clean air, water, and preservation of
our coastal environment. He also
touched on the need to help California bring down barriers to exporting
goods overseas.
Eric Kjcldgaard, ASUOP President,
who was prcscmt reflected "Although
he probably uses the same rhetoric at
each stop he [Dukakis] was able to
intergrate the specific issues relevant to the area well." When Dukikas
mentioned the need to bring jobs
back to America he drew enthusiastic cheers from the crowd.
It also caught the ear of Bush and
his supporters. At a rally the very
next day the Republican nominee
used Dukakis's reference to imply
weakness. "He has finally used the
'L' word," said Rush beforeachecring crowd of high school students.
With George Bush leading Dukakis
in every poll by at least5 points, the

Dukakis campaign has decided to
make a last ditch effort to capture
key states. A crucial state is California which holds the largest number
of electoral votes by virtue of its
large population.
Dukakis told his supporters in Stockton not to let the polls decide the
election for them. "The pollsters won't
be voting," Dukakis said. He went
on to add that it is time for America
to change, a change in the "liberal
tradition of Roosevelt, Truman, and
Kennedy." He also stressed that
economic prosperity can be achieved
without gutting our military defense
budget, in an au.cmpt to counter recent
Bush claims that Dukakis was weak
on defense.
What are his chances of winning
the election? Dukikas planned to
travel to San Jose State Monday and
then to the Ohio Valley in a last ditch
effort to tum the tide. Other supporters arc more idealistic. ''I'm not
looking at it as a win/loss situation.
I am doing my part to get him
[Dukakis] elected. If he loses it will
be the defeat of Michael Dukakis,
not our Democratic principles,"
Kjeldgaard said.

Healing.for emotions
Thomas Mills
Staff Writer .

Where do you go when you need to
talk about a serious problem ... a
friend .. . an R.A.? These may be
very good sources of comfort, but
the only professional help on campus is located at the Counseling Center
in the Cowell Health Center.
The Counseling Center offers many
services, including: individual and
group counseling, vocational guidance and testing, premarital and
marriage counseling, staff development, substance abuse counseling,
psychological testing and interpretation, intercultural counseling, relaxation training and hypnotherapy,
support groups and special interest
workshops, and crisis intervention
counseling.
The director of the Counseling
Center, Dr. Beth B. Mason, Ed.D.,
says the purpose of the center is to
provide "a whole variety of psychological services, the aim of which is
to help the students be in the best
possible frame of mind in order to
absorb a university experience."
The Counseling Center reaches their

goal by providing special programs
such as workshops that deal with
stress management, test anxiety ,and
adult children of alcoholics. In the
past there have been stay-sober groups
and eating-disorders groups. These
workshops are usually a one time
session, but have proven effective.
The Center tries to concentrate on
individual counseling through brief
therapy that Mason states, "works
well with college students." This
type of counseling deals with shortterm therapy in which a patient sees
a counselor until the specific problem is eithe,r resolved or the patient
feels better. All counseling is entirely voluntary.
According to the associate director
LaVon Rupel, stress is the most
common problem among students.
Rupel says it is due to "changing life
circumstances", such as a "break up
in a relationship, problem back home,
academic development, physical
problem, death in the family, or selfesteem." The Counseling Center
teaches students to manage stress
rather than avoid it because a certain
amount of stress can be beneficial.
The Counseling Center is open from

9:00a.m. until 5:00 p.m. Mondays
through Fridays, but there is an oncall staff person 24 hours a day for
emergencies. The ccnll.lr has only
two full- time counselors, Mason and
Rupel. An alcohol treatment specialist, educational psychologists, and
a consulting psychiatrist are also
available, but only When needed. In
the past there has also been a vocational counselor. Now, the center
has two school psychologists-in-training. "We try to have as many people
' as possible to respond to what is
going on with the · student body,"
states Mason.
Although the Counseling Center's
staff is entirely professional, resident assistants as well as student
advisors are trained by the Counseling Center. Mason says, "If you can
tnke care of problems by talking to a
friend or an R.A., that's great." She
also stresses, though, that ifthe problem seems serious enough for
fessional help, then the Counseling
Center should be the student's choice.
As for the future, Mason says, "My
goal would be to see an increasing
percentage of the student body in
each of the colleges, and (to create)
an impact on as many students with
indirect counseling." This indirect
counseling is through workshops and
classes.
"I think it is a wonderful opportunity to get psychological services
that would cost thousands of dollars
outside the community. It is a chance
to work on things about yourself that
you don't want to live with for the
next fifty years."
Rupcl adds to this by saying, "Don't
wait until the problem is at a crisis
stage to talk to someone. If you have
a problem, feel free to come in and
talk with us."
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news
In the news
Micke Grove Zoo wants you ... If you are just Lion around the
house' findinrr0 that your free time is unBEARable, don't just SQUAWK
about it, be a DEER and call us.
Not all the FOXES are behind bars and not all the KINGS of the jungle are
in a cage. Some are zoo volunteers, learning, sharing and having fun
whenever they have the free time at Micke Grove Zoo.
Schedule your time at your convenience and work as hard or as easily as
you want. Meet interesting men and women of all ages and enjoy behind the
scenes visits to other zoos and aquariums.
New training classes begin in January 1989. Join us for an Orientation
meeting, Wednesday, Jan. 11, 1989, 10:00 a.m., Memorial Building,
Micke Grove Park, to learn more about being a Docent at Micke Grove Zoo.
For further information, phone the Micke Grove Zoo Office, Stockton 9538840orLodi 331-7270.

South/West thrills, chills with
HAVN. r£0 house_·... . . .

Dry cleaning by AS UO P ... The ASUOP Annex (formerly known as
the Loan Store) is now offering drycleaning services. Local drycleaner Sam
Lung is working through Annex manager Anne Swehla and ASUOP for
these services. Lung is in charge of a wholesale drycleaning operation,
providing service for many drycleaners in the Stockton area. Through
ASUOP, prices at the Annex are competitive or less expensive than local
businesses off campus.
The Annex hours are Monday-Friday 8-9 a.m. for delivery and pick-up;
Mon. Tues. and Thurs. 10-2; Wed, 2-3; and Fri, 10-1. Drycleaning items
may be dropped off or picked up during these hours as well. The return rate
is three days, maximum.
For additional information, feel free to call ASUOP at 946-2233 or stop
by the Annex, located next to the McCaffery Center.
Pacific Business Forum ... The Student Association and the Dean's
Office of the School of Business and Public Administration at the University of the Pacific present the Pacific Business Forum. This program began
in the spring of 1988, with the frrst speaker, Mr. Stuart Bewley, Co-Founder
of California Cooler. The second speaker was Mr. Luis Arismendi, President of A.G. Spanos Land Company, Inc. He spoke to a "standing room
only crowd" on Sept. 29 about "The Future of Growth in the San Joaquin
Valley." The purpose of the Business Forum is to bring in unique and
successful individuals to share their experiences. These individuals will
give a practitioner's view, which compliments and enhances classroom
theory. Faculty, staff, and members of the Stockton community are all
invited and encouraged to attend.
The second speaker for the fall of 1988 is Mrs. Michelle Manos of
~ichelle Manos Inc. The chosen topic for her speech is "Superwomen and
Supermen in Business: Myths and Realities". The Forum will be held on
Thursday, Nov. 3 in the Regent's Dining Room on the UOP campus. The
event will begin at 11:45 a.m. and last for an hour; refreshments will be
served. This is the second of approximately four or five speakers planned
or the 1988-89 academic year.
If there are any questions or comments regarding the Pacific Business
Forum at UOP, please contact Cheryl Killingsworth at 946-2476.
Miss California Coed Search is on ... Undergraduate college
women between the ages of 19-23, never married, and of good moral character, are being sought to audition for the title of MISS CALIFORNIA
COED-1989. The winner will receive a cash award, a scholarship, and will
make personal appearances during the period of her reign. For an
application or for additional information, send name and college mailing
address to Mrs. Wendy Veezko, Campus Director, Miss Coed America
Program, 4200 Baymeadows Road, Jacksonville, Florida, 32257 or call
(904) 448-6927.

Sharon Yamashita and Tamara Bohm undergo complete metamorphosis for an evening ofthrills and chills at South/West's Haunted House.
Kim Austin
Senior Staff Writer

South/West Hall continued its tradition of terrifying the campus and
the Stockton community with its 15th
Annual Haunted House held last
Saturday.
The theme "You're Just in Time
for Dinner," according to Hall Council President Christopher Hansen,
was intended to imply "you're for
dinner... thecreatures in the building
are going to get you." In addition to
the building having an overall theme,
each section had its own theme. Some
of the themes were: a scary version
of Alice in Wonderland, Hell, and
food preparation/processing. Individual section themes were intended to
tie into the building theme in some
way.
This year the Haunted House incorporated all three floors of the

building. Last year, the frre department would only allow decoration
on the first floor due the potential
fire hazard. This year, Hansen talked
with the fire marshall to make it
possible for the whole building to be
used as it had been before last year.
Some of the provisions that made
this possible included: all decorations had to be sprayed with fire
retardant, exits had to be clearly
marked and easily accessible, nothing could obstruct more than half the
width of a hallway, and no decorations could hang lower than six feet
from the ceilings.
Each section was allotted $50 from
Hall Council funds to pay for decorations. In addition, the building
purchased 170 pounds of dry ice for
use throughout the haunted house.
Residents spent Frtday night doing
inost of the decorating of the building. One of the sections started the

weekend before the event in their
"preparation ofterror". In past years,
the decorating had been done the
day of the event This year it had to
be done the night before to allow frre
inspectors to tour and test the safety
of the building on Saturday morning. Any changes that had to be
made were done Saturday morning
following the inspection.
This year the sections were judged
by a panel compiled of President
Bill Atchley and his wife Pat; Dr
Steven Howell and Dr. James Morgali, both of the School of Engineering; and Greta Henglein, Director of
the McCaffery Center Apartments
and coordinator of Residential Life
Staff. The judges evaluated using
the following criteria: originality,
decorations, effectiveness (how scary
it came across to the people going
through), and resident participation.
A fifth category-- clean-up-- was

Research fellowships offered ... The National Research Council •
announces the 1989 Resident, Cooperative, and Postdoctoral Research Associateship Program for research in the sciences and engineering to be
conducted on behalf of 30 federal agencies or research institutions, whose
115 participating research laboratories are located throughout the United
States. The programs provide opportunities for Ph.D. scientists and engineers of unusual promise and ability to perform research on problems
largely of their own choosing yet compatible with the research interests of
the supporting laboratory. Initiated in 1954, the Associateship Programs
have contributed to the career development ofover 5,500 scientists ranging
from recent Ph.D. recipients to distinguished senior scientists.
Approximately 450 new full-time associateships will be awarded on a
~ompetitive basis in 1989 for research in: chemistry, earth and atmospheric
:sciences; engineering and applied sciences; biological, health, behavioral
sciences and biotechnology; mathematics; space and planetary sciences;
and physics. Most of the programs are open to both U.S. and non-U.S.
nationals, and to both recent Ph.D. degree recipients and senior investigaors.
Awards are made for one or two years, renewable to a maximum of three
years; senior applicants who have held the doctorate at least five years may
equest shorter tenure. Annual stipends for recent Ph.D.'s for the 1989
program year will vary from $27,150 to $35,000, depending upon the
~ponsoring laboratory, and will be appropriately higher for senior associ~tes.
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judged by the hall staff. The WiruliiMP"~
section received an au··YOill-allloflll•••
pizza party for those residents·-.-·~-
participated.
This year, Hansen coriCerllraii~M
lot of energy on getting me coa:111111r:
nity to come through the tw...i.,_.11 ....~,:
house. Flyers were posted tJmlHijP""
out the Stockton community
public service announcements
made on KWIN, KHOP, and
alerting the public to the
inviting their attendance.
Some new aspects added to
event this yearinc:lucledag~:tk!IP.
to help in determining horn,aw.,v:;~a&Jifila·,d:IIO'JlC0£1~
people attended and how
from the Stockton conlmlll-~
Hansen said group pictures
the end ofeach "tour" would
in a scrapbook and fortheR~~t::::
of-the-Year competition in the

international
Iobal Status
Report
POLITICS
BANK- A Berkeley freelance photographer became the
American journalist
...m••~··- by an Israeli soldier
plastic bullets. Neal Casaphotographer for a bi-weekly
Frontline, was reported to
be in a lot more pain than he
expected, according to frontline
Managing Editor Ellen Kaiser. Tt1e
paily Californian, a Berkeley
ca!llpus newspaper, reported that
1wo Palastinian boys were killed
the same time Cassidy was in. DeyaaFaye~~.S.andKhalcd
,14. PhyllisBennis,aNew
free-lance writer was coverthe lnfitada (Uprising) with
and called the shootings
.nnri[)VCIJ\:ell. Sh~ said, "Neal was
a group of young men who
chanting. They were not
throwing stones or threatening the
soldiers in any way when [the
soldiers] opened fire without warning." Israeli military officials told
the Washinton Post that the soldiers opened flre to protect themselves. The Infitada of Palestinian
•~n .u-··u began over ten months
ago and the plastic bullets that
were introduced into the area by
the Israeli militar-; over two months
ago have so far killed six Pales...,.._.. tinians and injured 200.

BUSINESS
BRAZIL - The Brazilian citizenrysuffers under an economy
ofbardships that include an innation rate headed for 2,000
&m'IOUlncernal·.t. percent. The Brazilian Finance
Ministry projects a 28 percent
inflation rate just for the month of
October (the U.S. economy peaked
nn••uu15,u•:~ 15 percent inflation for
mclUdtl:da:M~l• the year during the 1976 recession). Mailson da Nobrega, Fihm~rm~li• nance Minister, acknowledged to
the Associated Press that the situation was "one of the most b'l'ave"
~iv..ilian_re~~~.?~f¥UiiiMUIWJ..IVV~ .Samey_dOvemment and
investors are switching their
assets to gold or the black-marl:et
dollar, leaving the countries own
currency, the devalued cruzado,
to plummet in relative worth. According to a prominent industrialist in Brazil, if the "price spiral"
does not end soon, there will be a
military coup.

me

.

THE HAGUE - The Northern
Hemisphere is also suffering
ozone layer depletion, according to a report of United Nations
scientists. The scientists, from 24
countries, released a statement at
the end of their conference reportilg a four percent decrease of ozcne
layer in parts of the Northern
Hemisphere. The effects of ozo~1e
depletion on the Antarctic have
been of concern to scientists for
quite some time now, but now
with this new information scientists have shown that the effects
on the ozone involve the Northern
Hemisphere as well. Many studies
are now showing that the ozone
layer is thinning faster than previously predicted.

Michael Dukakis/
Lloyd Bentsen

George Bush/
Dan Quayle

Edit~r's Not~: 1'h~ opinions below ar~ int~nded to provid~ you, tM r~ader, with impor/anJ i11formation concerning I he candidatuforth~ nut U.S.
President. Both authors are authorities in referanc~ to their respective candidates.
·

Becky Weller

Greg Maroot

President, Yo·mg Democrats, UOP

Member of Young Republicans, UOP

On Latin America: U.S. aid to the contras must end, for
contra aid is not a lever that will foster democratic change
in Nicaragua. It is, instead, a wedge separating the United
States from our democratic neighbors. We should use our
aid dollars to help civilian leaders, especially in Central
America, to establish control over their military, to build
strong democratic institutions and to translate the democratic p<omise into a better life for their people.

"The best America is yet to come."
On Peace and Justice in Southern Africa: As President, Michael Dukakis will promote democracy and human
rights in South Africa by strongly asserting U.S. support
for rapid and peaceful change, and by using tougher
economic and diplomatic pressure in support of such
change. We must stop sending mixed signals to the South
African government and the oppressed majority, and start
afflfming -- by word and deed -- our total disapproval of
the continuation of apartheid in that country.
On Terrorism: As President, Michael Dukakis will
work with our allies and will press the Soviet Union to
work with us, to end the plague of terrorism that threatens
both our allies and our own citizens in the Middle East and
Persian Gulf. We must never again make concessions to
terrorists. We must never again sell arms to terrorists. We
must apply strong and effective international sanctions
against any government that sponsors or suppo'rts terrorist
activity.
Un Revitalizing International Trade: As President,
Michael Dukakis will be committed to policies that will
produce more trade, not less trade. He will begin by
developing and implementing a national strategy for
economic growth designed to create opportunity for every
citizen in every part of this land. He will work with Congressional leaders from both parties to reduce the single
greatest cause of the u.s. trade imbalance, the $150-$200
billion budget deficit
Can we do it? Of course we can. We are a great trading
nation. We should not be afraid to look beyond our
bQrders. We should not be afraid to compete.
vf.L•
In Conclusion: On Nov. fk you will have a choice"l,tnd
. a challenge: You can vote for the status quo, or you,J,Wl
vote for a better future. I believe that the best America is
not behind us. The best America is yet to come. Together
we can make a difference. Dukakis/Bentsen in '88!1

America has a choice Nov. 8, George Bush or Michael
Dukakis. The difference between the two candidates is no
more apparent than in the area of foreign policy.
Michael Dukakis's lack of experience and impractical
proposals in foreign policy matters creates an additional
liability to his already faltered campaign for President.
George Bush's extensive experience and well defined
agenda in foreign policy matters is another reason why
George Bush should be our next President
Experience is an essential ingredient for a President to be
an effective leader in foreign policy. Michael Dukakis, the
current Governor of Massachusetts, has no experience in
foreign policy.
George Bush has over eighteen years of experience in
foreign policy matters. George Bush has served as the U.S.
Ambassador to China and the United Nations. Mr. Bush
served as the CIA director under Gerald Ford. As Vice
President, George Bush was one of the chief spokesmen
for President Reagan's foreign policy.

Simone Lukas is a junior at theKarl-Franzens
University in Graz, Austria. She is visiting
the UOP campus and had a chance to spend
close to two months in the United States. She
is &-student with a double major -Geography
ar.J American Studies.

Question: WHAT ASPECT OF THE U.S. PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION DO YOU FIND MOST INTERESTING AND WHY?
Response: Two things that I find different, even 'strange' about the U.S.
campaigns are the way they are presented to the public and the covera~e
they receive. The candidates present themselves as if they were running
for a ceremoQial post, like a father figure or Miss America, not the
position of chief executive. Instead of campaigning to be "likable," they
could spend more time on presenting themselves as political leaders
with ideas who can handle the job of everyday politics.
The coverage the news media provides is, in my opinion, too focused
on the opinions and reactions of "others" instead of the issues and the
candidates themselves. It troubles me that through polls and roadside
interviews, the media is indirectly manipulating public opinion. By
telling viewers what they, or thos0 like them, arc thinking, the media
creates a follow-the-leader syndrome. The individual voter who doesn't
fit into "public opinion" polls can feel left out, and after time try and
assimilate. In order to make a democratic process really democratic,
everyone has to have the time after getting information to reach their
own conclusions before being asked for a reaction or told how others
reacted.
I hope that North Americans will be doing their own thinking before
they go to the polls.

"We need a President that has experience
and is finnly committed to preserving peace
in the world while promoting a human
being's most basic right, DEMOCRACY."
The Soviets recently came to the bargaining table for the
very flfst time with a serious arms reduction proposal. The
arms reduction proposal resulted from President Reagan's
commitment to build up and maintain a strong military.
George Bush will continue to maintain a strong mili~.
This strategy will result in further arms reduction proposals that will be beneficial to the United States and peace
throughout the world.
George Bush will take appropriate action against any nation that sponsors a terrorist act against the United Siates.
George Bush will also continue to support the Contras,
Afghan Rebels and any other movement that is fighting tc
install democracy. George Bush is committed to keeping
all free navigational waterways open.
We do not need a President that will play games with our
all iesand let the Soviets increase their sphere of influence.
We need a President that has experience and is fundy
committed to preserving peace in the world while promoting a human being's most basic right, DEMOCRACY.
Make the right choice on Nov. 8, vote for George Bush.

INT'L
CALENDAR

BUY ONE PAIR
OF SHORTS
AT THE .EGULAR
AND
PRI
RECEIVE HALF
OFF A TANK TOP

The World Trade Club of San Francisco presents a Symposium on-"Careers in International Business"
free of charge to students
for info call Office of Int'l Programs
Mooncake Festival Dance
Raymond Great Hall
TUESDAY, Nov. 8
ELECTION DAY
YOUR VOTE COUNTS
Planning meeting for Universal
Declaration of Human Rights Observance in Stockton.
for info ca11478-1145
WEDNESDAY, Nov. 9
World on Wednesday lecture
"Women and Children in Ecuadorian Prisons" -- Faucett and Jones
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.CLUB SPORTS WEAR
The Valleys most complete Soccer Specialist
• BALLS
•SHOES
• SHIRTS
• SHORTS
• SWEATS
•SOCKS
• SHINGUARDS
•BAGS
• GOALS
• NETS
• FLAGS
•CONES
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'88 Candidates looked at
on foreign policy issues SPOTLIGHT
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Located at

1012 W. Hammer
(Look for the flags)
(209) 476-0686
Open 6 days
a week
Closed Sunday

Everything you need for:
PLAYING
GOALKEEPING
COACHING

• LARGE TEAM DISCOUNTS

'·

Also extensive range of other sports apparrel and a~essories
"VOlLEYBALL
• AEROBICS
•SHORTS
WATERBOTILES
• RUNNING
• SHOES
• HATS
• MEDICAL KITS
"BASEBALL
•SHIRTS
•KNEEPADS
• AMl MUCH MORE

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
LOWER LEVEL * MCCAFFREY CENTER
OFFER EXPIRES 11/9 * NO OTHER DISCOUNTS APPLY
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Football options

UOP President Bill Atchley has recently requested that the
athletic department look into several cures for our ailing
football program. Among the options for review is that of
dropping the status of our football program to the Division II
level. Another option being looked into is increasing football
scholarships to the Division I limit of95. While neither of the
options mentioned will be met with enthusiasm, dropping to
the Division II level appears to be more advantageous in the
long run for UOP.
Increasing scholarships for the football team does not seem
like a prudent proposition. Proponents may claim that it will
help UOP become more competitive by increasing the pool of
players who could not otherwise attend because of financial
hardship. However, the fact is that UOP has a difficult time
recruiting top flight Division I players. They opt to attend
schools that concentrate on producing football players for the
pros instead of educating student athletes. Moreover, we
already fund 80 scholarships, costing at least 1.2 million if you
figure that (conservatively) each full scholarship is equal to
$15,000. With the current athletic department deficit of over
$1 million finding funding for more scholarshi_ps makes this.

Expressing some gratitude

Faculty pay is a priority
Suppose you are a person, in your mid-forties, and you have
been working for the same organization for the last twenty
years in an environment that you really enjoy. The problem is
your pay only amounts to about $37,000 per year while your
colleagues in the private sector often make twice that amount.
You have two children, one of them in college, and just
making ends meet has become a struggle. Although not all
UOP professors have two children, the issue of being underpaid is a common complaint
President Atchley, in his second year at UOP, is making
every effort to address the issue. He has recently increased his
commiunent for .faculty pay raise from four to six percent. He
has also suggested allocating merit pay based on research.
However, the disparity between UOP faculty salaries and
those of their colleagues at other universities, even community
colleges, can range from $10,000 to $35,000.
Is the problem that pressing? Horror stories are not hard to
find. Recently, after receiving a payroll check, one faculty
member, angrily commented that the amount wasn't even
enough to cover living expenses. Another faculty member
drives without auto insurance because the UOP paycheck
won't cover the premium. Worse yet, some student athletes
are given more money per year in athletic scholarships than
some of the faculty members who are hired to teach them.
Trying to address the problem of faculty pay by looking at
internal operations to save money is needed. However, the
money saved by streamlining Physical Plant operations and
bringing in ARA to handle food services amounts to a drop in
the bucket. There is another option.
The proposed capital campaign designed to generate an
endowment of $50 million should be the top priority for the
administration. It can act as an insurance policy in the event
enrollment falls and help to cover the costs of implementing
faculty salary increases needed to retain our outstanding
professors as well as recruit new ones. After all, we can make
cuts in some areas, but we can't afford to economize on our
greatest assets-- the faculty and staff that keep UOP going.

BusiMss Manager

Editor in Chuf
Megan Cavagnaro, Managing Editor
Brian Dotson. Production MaMger
Timothy Rohde, News Editor

Dear Editor:

option unrealistic.
Dropping to Division ll status is a more viable but controversial option. Opponents would be quick to point out that our
football stadium is Division I caliber and we would lose
money by not playing Division I schools. Our stadium is
Division I caliber, but trying to compete against schools that
have their full allocation of scholarships available, superior
training facilities, equipment, and money is like going into a
boxing match with both hands tied behind your back. Our
dismal record since 1978, 38 wins, 75losses (not counting this
year) is proof of that. As for losing money, we could certainly
economize by not having to fly around the country getting
stomped by those steroid- fed Division I powerhouses.
There are some attractive benefits of competing at the Division ll level. First, we would be playing against schools with
student populations as large or smaller than us most of the
time. That would mean their resource pool for players, training facilities, equipment, and money, would be on a more
equal footing with our own. Being able to compete against
schools our size as opposed to some of the behemoth schools
in the Big West Conference might improve our win-loss
percentage and generate more school spirit.
Secondly, as a member of the Big West Conference, if we
ever won the title, we would be required to play in the
California Bowl. Our school could, by virtue of our schedule
and conference affiliation, never compete for a national title.
However, Division ll schools use a playoff format culminating in one final game for the Division ll National Title. It may
not be the Rose Bowl, but at least we would have a chance at
some positive national exposure.
Finally, Division ll requirements limit the number of scholarships available for football programs as compared to Division I schools. This takes UOP out of the costly competition of
producing pro football players instead of scholar athletes.

Chris Craigie

Matthew Okamoto

Asst. News Editor

I would like to express my gratitude to Ramona Mann at the Health Center
for her gracious cooperation. Because of other commitments, I was unable to
obtain an interview appointment with her. With my deadline looming, I
walked over to the health center and presented myself. Ms. M~n took ~me
out of her already busy schedule to help me obtain the necessary mformauon.
Robert Baxter

ASUOP can help if asked
Dear Editor:
A letter entitled, "South campus Needs Improving" appeared in the October
14, 1988 issue of the Pacijican. The author, Ms. Cavagnaro, has expressed a
valid concern; the appearance of this area of our campus is deplorable and,
considering the number of Stockton residents by whom the surrounding
facilities are frequented, something should be done to remedy the situation.
I do, however, have one point of clarification. The letter also stated that,
"Recently, a petition was circulated ... and was given to the (ASUOP) Senate
for review. So far nothing has happened ..."The only reason that nothing has
been done by the Senate is simple; we never received the petition referred to
in the letter, nor has the concern been expressed to us in any way previous to
Ms. Cavagnaro's letter.
We, as students ofUOP and as your representatives, are concerned about this
issue.
We are also more than willing to address the problem. If this group of
concerned students would submit the petition to us, along with any information they have gathered, it would be most helpful.
All students are welcome to attend any of our Senate meetings (Mondays at
9:00 p.m. in the McCaffrey Center Conference Room) and express their
concerns during Open Forum. All it takes is a simple phone call to Louise Ito,
Speaker of the Senate, in the AS UOP office. Students may contact either her
or myself at ASUOP any time they have a campus issue or question that needs
to be dealt with; I assure you that we will do our best
Please keep in mind that we, as your Senators, are here to represent you and
your interests. However, we cannot respond to a call never heard. Please,
TALK TO US!!
Angela Wilson
Chair, Student Issues
ASUOP Senate
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Voting is a priviledge we take for granted
Steven Gomez
Guest Columnist

Within the Central American jungles
ofNicaragua, a man sits. He is physically tired from trudging all day
through the dense tropical forest and
emotionally exhausted from the
constant fear of being discovered.
Using the thick underbrush, along
with the darkness of the night, he can
now hide himself from his enemies.
However there is no true sanctuary
from his predicament. His family
and all their material possessions
have been lost to the civil war. Even
his dreams terrorize and torment him
about what has become of his mother,
father,sister, brothers,and what may
become of himself. Now, under the
tricklesofmoonlightwhich begin to
fall through the tall trees of the rain
forest, he waits in constant fear that
his foes might discover him, and he
knows that he will most likely pay
for his anti-government actions with
his life.
This situation is not so unique. Our
world has grown accustomed to the
idea of revolution. Every day the
American public is bombarded with
news coverage about a coup in some

foreign land. Whether it is Burma,
Haiti, or some othernation, the list is
extensive and covers almost every
continent. Sometimes 't is difficult
to even keep track of ~hat govern•
mentis in power in What country.
But this superficial exposure to
government instability has not awakened the American public's eye. In
an era where intemational relations
are becoming a growing factor in
everyone's lives, Americans are not
only indifferent to political events
abroad, but are widely apathetic about
our own government. Putting one's
life on the line in the name of one's
political interests is a situation
completely foreign to your average
American teenager whose odds at
even voting are about one in ten.
This apathy towards our government seems particularly strange in a
nation that prides itself on being a
country that was formed out of the
desire for a government by the people.
Some citizens have taken the steps
to try to figure out why this indifference exists.
One such person is Marina
.Krakovsky, who immigrated to the
United States from the Soviet Unio!l
at the age of nine and graduated

from •high school last year. In an
essay published in the Sunday version of the San Francisco Examiner
and Chronicle on May 15, 1988,
Krakovsky· raised some interesting
points about the lack of concern that
many American teenagers have about

"Some people are
willing to put their
life on the line for a
change in government"·
electing their country's leaders.
In her essay, Krakovsky explained
that she understands this apathetic
phenomena about American society. She states that, "At times, I even
find myself becoming indifferent
about the many people and events in
national and local politics." She goes
on to explain that, "When this happens, I think about the many immigrants (including my family) who
gave up all they had to come to the

l l;.twltJtltl~

United States in search of civillibet·
ties ...."
America is a country that was biJd
by foreigners, so every Americu·
citizen's heritage is not so differen
from that of Marina Krakovsky. Sane
people just have to search deeJX'I
within themselves to find and appre.
ciate what their forefathers have giWI
to them. More Americans need to
find the type of pride thatKrakovskj
conveys when she says that the nell\
time she votes, "I will know andcaJt
enough about American history alii
government to appreciate the ill·
portance of voting with knowledge
conviction, and above all, pride."
If our country's teenagers canntl'
find enough inspiration in Mariml
Krak.ovosky's words, we might be a
nation doomed by our political indifference. Perhaps the only way to
change our younger generation'!
feelings is to let these apathetic youdl
spend a day in the jungles of Nicart
gua watching how some people are
willing to put their life on the line f~
a change in government. Then ma~
he or she might decide to walk down
the street to vote.

'
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ASUOP survey
results

Foreign policy challenges victor

grant

Brian E. Klunk

lems of long standing. I want to
discuss two key problems that will
oct. 4-24 to assess the opinions of students on topics concerning our
face George Bush or Michael Dukalds.
urrent presidential election as well as the ASUOP elections to be
The most fundamental of these
~ducted next spring. A total of 231 students responded to the survey
Americans will expect many things problems may be deciding how to
or .6.4 percent of the student body.
. •
from the next president. We will define the goals and methods of
111e committee, which was.responsible for tabulating and compiling the
expect him to lead the government foreign policy in the absence of the
results, is comprised of eight ASUOP Senators and chaired by Junior
to pursue policies that will promote consensus that supported U.S. forsenator Chinh Vu. The other committee members are Lisa Ramos, ASP
a prosperous and stable economy. eign policy during the height of the
senator and secretary; Charlene Harris, Senior Senator; Rebecca Leino,
We will expect the president to pro- Cold War. The United States had
senior Senator; Ed Horley, AES Senator; Jaren Tonkin, Off-campus
vide a sense of unity and moral lead- seen its role in international relasenator; Jill Robinson, CSS Senator; and T.R. Taylor, IFC Senator.
ership to the country. But of all that tions as containing the spread of
we expect we may place greatest communism and was willing to go to
Elections and Bylaws Committee Survey Results
weight on the president's perform- great lengths to play that role.
ance in foreign policy. Foreign pol- America's failure in Southeast Asia
1. Will you vote in the General Election?
icy successes and failures dominate led many to question the basis of
Yes 85% No 15%
"
our memories and evaluations of American foreign policy.
presidents: Kennedy and the Cuban
Two questions arose. First, how
2. Which presidential candidate will you vote for?
missile crisis; Johnson and Vietnam; much is the United States able to do
BUSH 42.8% DUKAKIS 30.7 UNDECIDED 24.6%
Nixon and the opening to China; in foreign affairs? To achieve its
Carterandlran;Reagan and the Iran- goals, a country must have power.
3. What is your political affiliation?
Contra scandal.
No matter whether power is miliREPUBLICAN 47% DEMOCRAT 34.6% INDEPENDENT 16.8%
Presidents invite us to judge them tary, economic, political or moral, a
on their ability to handle foreign country that pursues goals that are
4. What do you think is the key issue in the November elections?
policy. They have fewer restrictions beyond its capabilities is bound to
1. Foreign Policy 2. Deficit 3. Defense
in foreign policy than they do in fail in the long run.
domestic areas where Congress has
A country that pursues policy on a
5. Did you vote in last years ASUOP Elections?
more authority to affect policy. In global basis must have an extraordiYes 51.9% No 33.3% N/A 13.4%
times of frustration at home, recent narily great supply of power. Immepresidents have frequently turned to diately afterWorld War II the United
foreign relations in an effort to shield States was overwhelmingly power6. Will you vote in this years ASUOP Elections?
Yes 79.2% No 18.2%
themselves from domestic critics and ful in almost every relevant cateto display the kind of mastery over gory. In relative terms, however, the
events that have otherwise eluded decline of U.S. power began almost
1. What do you think is ~e key issue in this years ASUOP Elections?
them. Richard Nixon once suggested immediately. The U.S. economy, once
1. Food Service 2. Candidates' views on Atchley's policy. 3. Reprethat a competent cabinet could handle predominant in the world, is now
sentation of students.
domestic policy but that foreign policy rivaled and in some ways surpassed
requires the attention of a president. by the economies of Japan and
8. Have you ever attended an ASUOP Senate meeting?
In doing so, he spoke for many of the Western Europe.
Yes 15.2% No 83.9%
men who have recently held that
The Soviet Union by the 1970s
office.
9. Do you think that the ASUOP Senate represents you well?
achieved military parity with the
The next president will face new United States. While the United States
Yes 56.2% No 2"l l%
challenges in foreign policy. To say is still as powerful as any other counthat is practically a cliche; every try, it faces a number of rivals of
10. What is your class standing?
new president faces new challenges, significant power. How will the next
Fr.l3.4% So. 17.7% Jr. 28.5% Sr. 28.5% N/A 7.3%
if only because he is new to the job president adapt to the relative deand wants to make his mark and cline in American power?
11. Do yo~ know your class representative(s)?
because no two administrations face
The second question is whether
Yes 40.7% No 56.3%
exactly the same set of circumstances. containing communism, or more
However, many of the problems the specifically the Soviet Union, is still
12. Where are you living?
new president will face will be prob- the key to the pursuit of American
On campus 65.8% Off-campus 33.3%
national interests. Vietnam raised
doubts about whether every communist movement is truly a threat to
the United States. What is more,
reflexively opposing communism
seemed to force the United States to
embrace and support a variety of
authoritarian regimes that were no
more consistent with American values and ideals than were their communist enemies. Nor was it any longer
~NP MeT
clear that every movement that called
casi~eT.
itself communist was an extension
of the power of the Soviet Union.
~FTeR~QQN
Perhaps, critics suggested, the United
States should be less obsessed with
communism and pay more attention
to other international problems. The
drastic increase in oil prices during
the 1970s, an event of truly global
significance, indicated to many people
that there was more to international
relations than containing the Soviet
Union.
The last two presidents have ofI
fered quite different answers to these
\~ questions. Jimmy Carter came to
'$
office claiming to be a post-Cold
l'bc~ MTII(. CPS
War president. He argued that the
..L.L.J..._:::=::..;:-._ _ _ _ _...;;;;;..;;Ioiiioiil.-.~..u..~- NewS·I'Iea
United States would have to recog-

'fhe ASUOP Senate Elections and Bylaws Committee conducted a poll
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Pacific Talks...
"Given the impression the candidates have left on most voters,/ feel
that he will need to get across to the
people exactly what he stands for
and what he believes in."

Chuck York
Junior
Engineering

nize that its power is limited and its
ability to achieve its goals in international relations constrained. His
proposals for a national energy policy, for example, were aimed at
persuading Americans to learn to
live within the relative limits ofU.S.
power.
As for containment, Carter acted
initially as if he could downplay the
threat of the Soviet Union and concentrate on issues like human rights,
the Middle East, and the Panama
Canal without defming them in terms
of the Cold War. He hoped that by
giving new importance to human
rights he could appeal to the basic
values of the American people and
create a new foreign policy consensus.
He never fully persuaded an American public that was not inclined to
pursue a full-blooded containment
policy but was still highly skeptical
about the Soviet Union. When the
Soviet Union invaded Afghanistan
and Carter confessed that the invasion had done more to change his
opinion of the Soviets than anythi~g
he had witnessed in his life, many
wondered whether the president had
been hopelessly naive.
After the invasion of Afghanistan,
and certainly after Ronald Reagan:s
election, the Cold War seemed to
have returned. Reagan and his advisers rejected Carter's views about
U.S. policy. Containing the Soviet
Union would again be the soul of
foreign policy. The Soviet Union
was accused of being the source of
all troubles throughout the world.
Reaganites also saw as practically
subversive the notion that the United
States would have to live within
limits. With increased economic
productivity, the replenishment of
the American militatry, and a steadfast will, the United States could still
play the role of unquestioned world
leader.
Whoever is elected will still have
to answer these questions. Dukakis
seems to be sensitive to the limits of
American power. In the second joint
.appearance with Bush, Dukakis spoke
frequently about limits and the impossibility of doing everything that
we might desire. The Vice-President has been contemptuous of these
suggestions and has insisted that the
United States and only the United
States has the power to exercise world
leadership.
It will be difficult for Bush (and
Dukakis would not be inclined) to
call the Soviet Union the "evil
..:mpire." Even Reagan had to back
away from the phrase. The ascendancy of the reformist Michail Gorbachev, the conclusion of the INF
treaty, the Soviet withdrawal from
Afghanistan, even an Olympiad in
which both American and Soviet
athletes competed -- all these signs
point to the possibility of a new
period in relations with the Soviets.
Here diagnosis will be crucial. Will
the new president believe that changes
in Soviet behavior are caused by the
pressure of U.S. power, renewed

during the Reagan administration?
Or will he see the Soviets trying to
deal with the limits of their own
power and the con ttadictions of their
own social system? The answer may
do much to determine the new administration's approach.
Beyond these basic questions the
next president will have other decisions to make. One important decision will be how the president organizes the process for making foreign policy decisions. The last two
presidents have had great ttoubles
with this.
Zbigniew Brzezinski, Carter's national security adviser, disagreed
strongly with Secretary of State Cyrus
Vance on many matters, and it was
frequently unclearwhoseadvicethe
president was taking. This added to
the perception that Carter was an
incompetent and ineffective presidenL
During the Reagan administration
a largely autonomous and poorly
informed National Security Council
staff was used to carry out covert
actions that Congress had prohibited. Revelations of these activities
in the Iran-Contra scandal severely
weakened Reagan and confused
American policy in the Persian Gulf.
There is no ideal model for organizing the foreign policy apparatus of
an administration. What works for
one president may be disasttous for
another. Perhaps a rule of thumb is
that the organization and operation
of the national security apparatus
should compensate for the president's
personal weaknesses.
President Carter, a man with no
foreign policy experience and poorly
defined ideas on foreign policy was
not well served by a system that
allowed advisers with divergent views
to wrangle publicly and inconclu·
sively. President Reagan, who is
inclined to neglect the details of
policy, probably would have been
better off with a system designed to
keep him informed about developing policy.
The next president should examine
himself to be sure that his decisionmaking system does not serve to
magnify his personal faults. Bush
seems to prefer a detached management style similar to Reagan's. He
may need a process designed to insure that he is involved at crucial
points. Dukakis woulld probably wart
to be more constantly in touch with
the decision-making process. He may
be better served by advisers whQ
help him avoid becoming too bogged
down in details.
Neither man has substantial exper·
tise in foreign affairs; thus, either
must insure that the process brings
him all the relevant information he
needs to make decisions.
This is hardly a comprehensive list
of all the challenges the next presi·
dent will face in foreign policy.
However, the manner in which the
president faces these two basic problems will go far in determining his
success in the broader foreign policy
agenda.

What should be the first priority for the next president when he gets into office?

"He should concern himself with
economic growth and our position
in tM world."

Julie M. Burrows
Senior
English

"The first priority for the president
should be education, so our kids can
remain competetive into the next
century."

Karin Leonard
Alumni
International Business

"Meet with the ~oviets as soon as
possible on strategic arms reduction and be ready to bargain"

Eric Kjeldgaard
Senior
Political Economy

"He needs to organize.finances and
work with developing fiQ/ioru in order
to get them back on their feet."

Kate Gilmore
Sophomore
International Studies
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"Rattle" documents U2 tour
On the town

New concert movie begins at theaters tomorrow
Robert Gale
Copy Editor

,

.

In the ten years and six albums
since their formation in Dublin, Ireland, U2 has climbed steadily to the
forefront of rock music. "Rattle and
Hum,"the band's long awaited film,
documents the year they hit the top.
The film opens in theaters around
the country tomorrow. Locally,
"Rattle and Hum" will be playing at
the Stockton Royal Theater. The
accompanying album is already
available in record stores.
Although "Rattle and Hum" has
documentary overtones, it is basically a concert film. For those devoted followers of the band, the
familiar image of U2 is here aplenty:
front-man Paul "Bono" Hewson
flanked by guitarist Dave '"The Edge"
Evans and bassist Adam Clayton -each one swaying to the beat of
Larry Mullen, Jr.'srock-soliddrumming.
The film opens with a version of
the Beatles' classic "Helter Skelter." Asanopener,thisnumberlooks
ahead to where the band is going by
looking back. It also puts you on
stage with U2 rather than in the
audience. From the outset, this film
is not about screaming fans. It is
about the evolution of a band and its
music.
When we do finally get a good look
at an audience, it is from the perspective of the band -- four young
Irishmen face-to-face with a sea of
hands. Bono repeatedly draws them
into the show as they sing along with
the familiar lyrics.
Mullen's innocent description of
the film as "a musical journey" is
laughed off by the rest of the band,
but it is nonetheless true. Rather
than going to their heads, the band's
success has simply given them the
wherewithal to take a film crew across

CONCERTS
Rod Stewart will be in concert on Thursday, Nov. 10 at the Cow
Palace in San Francisco. The show starts at 8 p.m. and tickets are
$18.50 reserved.
Prince will be performing at the Oakland Coliseum on Thursday, Nov.
riO. Tickets are $22.50 reserved and the show starts at 8 p.m.

Siouxsie and the Banshees will be performing at the Berkeley Community Theatre on Friday, Nov. 11. Tickets are $17.50 in advance. The
show begins at 8 p.m.

ACIDC, with special guest CindereUa, will be in concert at the Cow
Palace in San Francisco on Friday, Nov. 11. The show begins at 8 p.m.
tickets are $18.50 in advance.
Robert Plant, with special guest Joan Jett and the Blackhearts, will
be appearing at the Oakland Coliseum on Friday, Nov. 25. Tickets are
$18.50 reserved and the show begins at 8 p.m.

CONSERVATORY OF MUSIC
Friday, Nov. 11
UOP Jau Ensemble
Faye Spanos Concert Hall

8:15p.m.

Friday, Nov. 18 & Saturday, Nov.l9
UOPOpera
Kun Weill's "Threepenny Opera"
Faye Spanos Concert Hall
8: 15 p.m.
The ConsetVatory of Music Opera Theatre will be having an Opera
Prop Drive and Raine on Saturday, Nov. 5, at 1 p.m. on the steps of
the Conservatory building. The band from the "Threepenny Opera"
will play excerptS from the opera while community members bring
donadons of costumes, furni~ure. old appliances and other such items
lhat can be used by lhe UOP Opera. In exchange for each donation, a
raffle aicket will be given and a drawing for prizes will be held. For
more information, contact Opera Director, Mark Ross Clark at 946-

2832.
Admission to all Conservatory performances is by a $2 scholarship
donation. Students and children will be admitted free of charge.

The members of U2 are (rrom left) Larry Mullen, Jr. (drums), Adam Clayton (bass), The Edge (guitars,
piano and vocals) and Bono (vocals, guitar).
the United States in search of the
roots of rock and roll.
With a visit to Graceland and a
recording session at Sun Studios, the
band retraces the steps of Elvis. The
Sun session is also the source of
several of the band's new compositions, including the soulful "Angel
of Harlem."
They reach even farther back into
the ancestors of rock as they record
a stirring gospel version of their hit
"I Still Haven't Found What I'm
Looking For" with The New Voices
of Freedom at Harlem's Calvary
Baptist Church.
The band also goes a long way
toward recreating the feeling of the

60s as they open a free concert in
San Francisco with Bob Dylan's "All
Along the Watchtower." The film
even documents Bono's much publicized spraypainting of an Embarcadero statue.
Early on, the bandmembers' attempt at traditional rockumentary
chat falls flat on its face. This signals us that we will have to look a
little harder to see what makes this
band tick.
The talk that we do sec gives us
rare glimpses at the personalities of
the lesser known members Mullen,
Clayton, and The Edge. However,
not once does the film delve into the
personal/family lives of the band·

members. Overall, the band
to be in full control of the ima&el)
presented.
Fittingly, it is through the band'
music that we gain the most insi
into U2. Lead singer Bono's
stage persona often leaves one w
dering about his sincerity (is he
ally writhing in the throes ofcreati~
ity oris it all just pretense). Durin&
performance with blues legendB
King, Bono's usual theatrics
nowhere in sight. He can only s
in awe as King displays his mel ·
genius, only to confess, ''I'm no
at chords.''
The political and spiritual unda
(see RATTLE, page 10)

The Fifties Cafe: A Blast into the past

UOP DEPARTMENT OF DRAMA AND DANCE
'fbe..UOP Department of Drama and Dance will present "Works in
Propus: Dance" on Nov. 3, 4 and 5. The program, an evening of
informal dance works by UOP students and faculty, will begin at 8
p.m. each evening. The performances will take place in the Dance
Studio, South Campus, Building No. 1153. A $1 donation will be
collected at the door.

Kenton Lewis
Staff Writer

How many times have we heard
Mom and Dad brag about "the good
ol' days" and how wonderful life
was back in the 50s? Now, thanks to
the new Fabulous 50s Cafe in Stockton, we can get a "taste" of yesteryear ourselves.
Truly unique to Stockton, the cafe,
located at 1700 Pacific Avenue, will
give you the impression of journeying into the past. Memorabilia such
as an old Studebaker crashing down
from the balcony, neon lights shining everywhere, plush booths centering around an original Burgie flying
saucer, and a 15-footwidespaceship
hanging from the ceiling will dazzle
your eyes and tickle your fancy.
The Miracle Mile cafe blasts you
full of energy. From the flfSt bite of
your "Big Bopper" burger to the last
slurp of your root beer float there
will never be a dull moment In just
one hour we saw a waitress teach
some young girls "the stroll," a
mischievous crew lead their blindfolded buddy into his past, and almost all of the employees gather and
sing happy birthday to the tune of
"Rockin' Robin."
Although the cafe emphasizes its
.nostalgic 50s decor, the food easily
competes with the atmosphere. Breakfast, lunch and dinners ranging from
"All Shook Up" scrambled eggs to

UCTHEATRE
Tonight at the UC Theatre, "The Blues Brothers" will be playing.
Sbow times are 7 and 9:30p.m. This weekend, "The Rocky Horror
Picture Show" will be shown. This film will only be shown on Friday
and Saturday nights at midnight.

MEET THE AUTHOR
Larry Mc:Murty, author of"Terms of Endearment" and "Lonesome
Dove" will be answering questions and signing books on Wednesday,
Nov. 16. The reception will begin at 9 a.m. Book signing begins at 11
Lm. That evening, McMurty will offer formal remarks at a dinner in
his hOOOI". The dinner begins at 7 p.m. and tickets are $20. Both the
reception and the dinner will be at Raymond Great Hall. For more
information and reservations, call 948-6488.

BERKELEY SHAKESPEARE FESTIVAL
1be Berlteley Shakespeare Festival will perform Shakepeare's "ComedJ of Errors" on Sunday, Nov. 6 at 7 p.m. The performance will take
place at UOP's Long Theatre. Tickets are $12 for general admission
and $S for ASUOP card holders. Tickets are available on a reserve seat
basis from the UOP Box Office. For more information, call 946-2174.

"Teeny Bopper" burgers to "Dick
Clark' s Philly" steak sandwiches are
presented in a creative menu that
resembles an old yearbook. Affordable prices also help make the Fabulous 50s a good place for UOP students to eat
For dinner we chose the "Chubby
Checker Cheddar" burger, and the
"Leave it to Beaver" omelette
(Omelettes are served all day for
that "overactive" student who wakes
up at 2 p.m. and still thinks it's time
for breakfast!). The food's quality
definitely met our expectations, and
the service left nothing to be desired.
And there's more!
Creativity abounds in the cafe. For
example, quotes like "The more you
tip, the nicer we are" or "If you were
agoodcustomer,you' dordermore!"
line its walls. Everywhere you look
something unique and extraordinary
catches your attention.
The cafe, like the era it portrays,
seems very family-oriented, though
not in a negative way. One of the
reasons for the Fabulous 50s energetic atmosphere is the children. Their
adorable faces beam as they watch
how Mom and Dad regress into the
kids they once were.

Fabulous 50s Manager Patrick Yu
really put a lot of time into the diner.
The owners, Americana Food Group
Inc. have spent over $1 million to
remodel the building, which used to
be Leatherby's and California Creamery. There are two other Fabulous
50s Cafes similar to Stockton's "50s/
Space Age" theme. One located in
Carmichael features an "auto" theme,
and the other in East Sacramento
features a ·~ock and Roll" theme
and will open a couple months from
now.

The diner's hours are from 11
to 11 p.m. Monday throughrri
9 a.m. to midnight Saturdays,
a.m. to 11 p.m. Sundays. DaddyO '
located on the balcony, featwes ·
it-yourself burgers and is open
day through Stmday at the
So if you are tired of
Mom and Dad carry on about
golden years,'' come to the
50s Cafe and see why those
were so memorable. After
just a block down the road
UOP, and the walk will do ya'
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QAK PARI< ICE: ARE:NA
In Oak Park
(Near W. Alpine & California St.)

..

Dining On The W ater[ront . . .
For more information
call: 941-8432
'

The

This coupon when presented at the Oak Park Ice Arena is
good for one FREE ADMISSION with one PAID admission.
Good until Dec. 31,

1988
_____________ _______
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OAK PA~~~S~ AR€NA·-UOP
NIGHT)-EVERY
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festival brings
''Comedy" to UOP

7

Movie addresses rape issue
Cathie Allen
Staff Writer

"The Accused" is a gripping drama
questioning the ethics of America
and its judicial system. Do our courts
avenge the innocent?
Loo~ely based on a 1983 gang rape
case m New Bedford, Mass., it stars
Jodie Foster as Sarah Tobais, a young
woman who is raped on a pinball
machine. Kelly McGillis is Katheryn Murphy, the hot-shot attorney
assigned to her case.
The crime occurs one night when
Foster, after fighting with her boyfriend, goes to a nearby bar where
her friend works. She struts in, wearing an outfit straight out of a Ma-

unfairly and decides to take the specatators to court on the grounds of
"criminal solicitation": that they
promoted the rapes by cheering and
goading.
The outcome of the case depends
on the testimony ofa fraternity man,
Ken (Bernie Coulson) -- who witnesses the incident but wasn't involved. Unfortunately, one of his
fraternity brothers participated in the
rape, so Ken's story would put his
friend away for five more years,
since the sentence would then be
rape. Does Coulson protect his friend
or does he help Foster? The climactic court scene and the outcome of
the case hinges on this question.
This movie does an excellent job of

Katheryn Murphy (Kelly McGillis) questions witness Kenneth Joyce
(Bernie Coulson).
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Jeff Klein as Dromio and Julian Lopez-Morillas as Antipholus
This Sunday, the Berkeley Shakespeare Festival will perform "The Comedy
of Errors" in Long Theatre at 7 p.m. Considered Shakespeare's only out-andoutfarce, "Comedy of Errors" will be given an exotic, Middle Eastern touch
by director Ken Grantham. Although set in 19th century Constantinople, the
play will highlight today's social and political issues as it follows the
misadventures of two sets of twins, masters and servants, who are reunited
after a long separation.
The 15-year-old Berkeley Festival Troupe is in the midst of its annual threeweek fall tour ofCalifornia colleges and universities. The troupe was recently
named"fhe Best of the West Coast Shakespeare Festivals" by California
Magazine.

Grantham has directed the Berkeley Shakespeare Festival in past years,

including the critically acclaimed "Troilus and Cressida." Most recently, he
directed the "Merry Wives of Windsor" for the San Francisco Shakespeare
Festival. He has earned two Dramalogue Awards, a Sturgess Memorial
Acting Award and a nomination for a Bay
Critics Circle Award.
''The Comedy of Errors" is being sponsored by KUOP and UPBEAT Fine
Arts. Tickets are $12 for general admission and $5 for UOP students; they are
available on a reserve seat basis at the UOP Box Office. For more information, call 946-2174.

Area

"Edges" is unique
Hart also explores the effects light
has on his subjects. He is quoted as
saying that his "color images are
11ade at dawn or dusk when the
San Fnmsisco photographer Neil Hart
oalance of light and shadow is the
offers a unique perspective on archirichest." Hart allows the light of
tecture in his latest one man show in
dawn to dance off his images, while
the McCaffrey Center Gallery.
the shadows of dusk offer a nice
Hart uses his original training as an
contrast to the gliuering lights of the
.-v"''""".and city planner to express
city. The rich light that Hart uses is
lhe artistic qualities in city architecalso very dramatic when reflected
lllre. By photographing his buildoff of metal and glass surfaces.
ings at a sharp, upward angle, Hart
Hart also uses color very skillfully
abstracts the buildings to the point
in his work. Black and white conwhere the subject of the photograph
trasts are used, as well as colors
~omes the shape of the sky as it is
which compliment the clear blue
outlined by the "edges" of the archisky. However, he tends to prefer
tecture.
primary colors and earth tones for
By this reversal of positive and
his buildings in keeping with their
negative space, organic forms aporganic qualities.
pear inorganic and geometric, while
The absence of humanity in Hart's
lhe abstracted architecture, ironically,
photographs allows the viewer to
lakes on organic form.
fully explore the beauty of architecAlthough the theme of Hart's exture. A sense of tranquility is evoked.
hibit is sharp, geometric "edges", he
Some to the buildings in his photodoes several works on elabographs, (for instance, Edge #23), apllltely structured and decoratively
pear as monumental as a giant Seornamented buildings. In these, he
quoia, which is ironic in the midst of
seems to be alluding to the timeless
a big city. The angles in Hart's
beauty of classical Greek architecworks are so sharply tilted, a viewer
ture as opposed to modern struc- can become dizzy looking at them,
tures.
which makes for a powerful sensaCompositionally, Hart's buildings
tion well worth experiencing. Hart's
either frame the emptiness of the sky
exhibit will only be here until Nov.
or are balanced perfectly to evoke a
11 and should not be missed.
sense of symmetry and order. He
The Gallery i.s open from 9 a.m. to
occasionally includes scaffolding or
9 p.m., Monday through Friday and
telephone wires to add variation and
from 3 p.m. to 9 p.m. on Saturday
balance. They also provide more
and Sunday. For more information,
&eometrical interaction with the
ca11946-2171.
clarity of the skv.

Kelly McGillis and Jodie Foster star in "The Accused."

donna video, and proceeds to get
drunk, get stoned, and dance seductively. The men in the bar then get
out of hand and three of them rape
her while the others clap and cheer.
The problem is that the men don't
sec it as rape; th~y felt it was a sex.
show and that she asked for it.
McGillis decides that under the
circumstances Samh has no defense,
and treats the case in a routine manncr. She makes a plea bargain with
the offenders' lawyers and lets them
off with a light sentence. A bitter
Foster rages at her, saying she has a
right to tell her story since the town
does not believe she was raped.
McGillis agrees that she treated her

Thxedo Rentals
and Sales
for all occasions
-Large selection of commerbund
and ties including metallics in a wide
variety of colors.

With every purchase of o smol yogurt.
receive one crunchy topping

FREEl

Offtr upir•• NoY 20, 1988

Offer good at the foiiO'Wing NAlURAU.V VOGURT locCJt\onl:
Expires Nov. 30, 1988

3202 Poclflc Avenue, Stockton

..

465·8566

The only flaw in "The Accused" is
the graphic portrayal of the rapes.
While it does illustrate the vileness
of the act, it is too vivid and too long.
Those without a stomach for violence might want to get a refill on
their popcorn during this scene.
"The Accused"is an intense film,a
must-see that opens the audience's
eyes to the horror of crimes and
problems a victim faces asserting
her rights. On our scale for dramatic
movies, this definitely rates a 9.8 for
plot involvement and character development
"The Accused" is currently showing at the Regency Cinemas, located
at 7809 Etna St. in Stockton.

For Unique Gifts, Plaques,
Awards, & Engraving
l

r

11,

fi

Inc.
Specializing in ghlSS\varc and crystal.
Also available: Jewlery and Charms
Corner of Alpine and Pacifi(.,
I-Iours: 10-6 p.m. Weekdays
10-2 p.m. Weekends
466-0121
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$5.00 OFF

UOPSTUDENTS
Free tuxedo for groom
(for wedding party of 5 or more)

1774 W. Hammer Ln.
(Park Woods Center)
477-2442
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THE NATURAL
ALTERNATIVE
TO ICE CREAM

attacking our "bargain-happy" judicial system, where it seems as if the
victim is the only one without rights.
It also blasts the common opinion
that a drunk girl in a miniskirt is
asking for sex. This male-female
st.Juggle 1s also seen in the fact that
the rapists are represented by male
lawyers and the victim is represented
by a female.
Foster gives an Oscar-worthy performance as Sarah. The audience
rages with her at the humiliation and
fury she feels during the rape, then
sympathizes with the forlorn picture
she paints afterward. She is misunderstood; her boy friend makes comments such as, "Snap out of this, it's

getting boring." She is initially pushed
aside by the lawyers because, as she
says, "You just think I'm a drunk
bimbo. "The audience triumphs with
her when she demands a chance to
tell her story.
McGillis also performs brilliantly
as a lawyer who has obviously had
her share of knocks climbing up the
ladder of law. She goes against the
orders of her firm to prosecute the
onlookers and see that justice is done.
McGillis and Foster develop a strong
relationship despite their contrasts:
the educated McGillis in her conservative wool suits; and Foster, her
actions, vocabulary, and dress all
screaming that she comes from the
wrong side of the tracks.
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PIZZA - .sPAGHETI~ - SOUP
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feature
Michelob: how dry it is
Ulrika Gamboa
Features Editor

At first, "dry" drinks sounds like a
contradiction in tenns. But everyone has heard of the up-scale world
filled with fine dry wines and champagnes.
Anheuser-Busch, however, is aiming to create an entirely new American category of brewed malt liquor
to add to the lines of regular, light,
and dark -- by introducing "dry"
beer.
Early this month, Michelob Dry
will be marketed in Stockton, making it one of the first non-test market
cities and the first California city to
sell the product
Michelob Dry debuted on Sept. 1
in five test markets -- Fresno and
Santa Brubara, Calif.; Houston, Texas;
Tallahassee, Fla.; and Dayton, Ohio.
These markets showed that the prod-

uct was well received, but that there
was some confusion concerning the
definition of dry and how it related
to the alcohol content of beer. According to Anheuser-Busch, dry beer
has the same five percent alcohol
content as other Michelob beers and
should cost the same too.

"It's so smooth we're
finding that even people
who don't like the taste
of beer enjoy this
product."
What, then, makes Michclob Dry
special, if it appears to have all the
same ingredients and cost? The
difference is in the taste and the
brewing method. In taste tests, consumers found that Michelob Dry has

Alpha Chi gets
new house mother

a "fresh, clean" taste and no lingering aftertaste. This is due to the new
"Drybrew" method of brewing. It is
a longer natural process in which
more of the malt and rice are converted to fennentable sugars. These
interact with the yeast, resulting in
less sugar.
Although Michelob Dry is the first
domestic dry beer, the idea is not
new. The Japanese are the largest
producers of dry beer and account
for two percent of the US imported
beer market. Anheuser-Busch has
developed a domestic dry to compete with Kirin, Sapporo, Suntory,
and Asahi, who are selling dry beers
in large markets such as Los Angeles and New York.
Michclob Dry is unique in other
ways besides its trailblazing domestic brewing process. The packaging,
according to Anheuser-Busch, "is
designed to be as distinctive as the
product itself." The distribution of
this dry beer marks the first time that
Michelobwill be available ina longneck bottle.
Sean MacMahon, Special Projects
Coordinator for the Stockton wholesale operation of Anheuser-Busch
Inc., said that this is only one of th~
three distinctive elements concerning the bottling aspects of the beer.
The other elements deal with the
labels. Michclob Dry is the first
domestic beer to have a back label.
This label explains the product's
unique brewing process. The front
label also has a new and revised
addition. The Anheuser-Busch trademark "A" for Michelob Dry contains a flying eagle, which hasn't
been used since 1896 when Michelob was first introduced on the beer
market
"Michelob Dry delivers what it
promises. It's so smooth that we're
finding that even people who don't
like the taste of beer enjoy this prod~ uct," said MacMahon.
·~
Michelob Dry combines the Anhe~ user-Busch past with creative pack§ aging and a unique taste. "It's a
whole new category of beer," said

g

Mabel Bistline enjoys her new job title of "mom" at Alpha Chi Omega.

~cMahon. Anheuser-Busch expects
Mtchelob Dry to be available na-

A walk on the wild side at uoP
are set to roll on "high," and some
guys are even shaving ..Everyone is
Linda Cobb
Staff Writer
getting ready for a night of UOP
weekend wild life.
After a long work week at UOP,
At about 8:30 p.m., everyone is
many students initiate ways to relax
sitting in his or herroom, all dressed
and unwind, creating what can tum
up with nowhere to go. The phones
into wild and wooley weekends.
begin to ring. Messages appear on
Saturday morning the bodies start
doorS. The question at hand is, "Where
to roll out of bed, very dehydrated
are
the parties?"
from the night before. A beer is the
Finally the word is out. The party
prefered cure for this "ailment."
will be at the Townhouses. But it is
One thing that UOP doesn't suffer
still early. The pre-partying begins
from is a lack of excitement on
in the dorms.
weekends. Everyone's heard tales of
Pre-partying can be fun but not
"boring Stockton night life," but UOP
always satisfying. The wandering in
students have their own form of
the halls begins with everyone trying
entertainment. Last weekend for
to see who else is pre-partying and
example, in celebration of Hallowdo they know of a better place to go.
een. South/West hosted a haunted
As you wander, you hook up with
house-- an annual event filled with
another group that is going to fraterfrightful amusement
nity circle to see if they can get into
On "nonnal" weekends, football
one
of those parties. The music is
games and parties top the list of
loud,
the beer is free, but sorry, it's
UOP's wild life. Most UOP students
for
girls
only.
arc familiar with the routine.
A
fraternity
and sorority exchange
It is just a few hours until the excitis
going
on
across
the way. The other
ing, and always entertaining, UOP
is
dark
and
closed up. They
house
football game begins. Fraternities
are
at
an
off-campus
formal.
and sororities get together to build
You
decide
to
go
back to your
up spirits for the big game. Students
original
group
and
venture
on to the
in the dorms are trying to raise some
Townhouses.
The
walk
is
long
and
enthusiasm of their own.
you tell each other all the vivid rumors
Everyone arrives at the game fashof scary incidents that have hapionably late -- sometimes in the second
pened on the bridge. Each one gets
quarter. After an hour of socializing,
more and more unrealistic as it is
everyone leaves fashionably early.
retold. The Townhouses are abuzz
They return to their residences to
with life and energy. You can't help
continue perfecting the art of raising
but join in with the fun and socializtheir spirits. Win or lose, the parties
ing·· it's everywhere you turn.
roll on.
The walk seems even longer comAt about five o'clock, people start
ing
back. You hear the screams and
taking naps to pass the five hours
ahead of them until the parties begin. Dinners are eaten, T.V. is
watched; but most importantly, outfits are chosen, showers are taken
and hair is done.
Leave your door open and you will
hear very important discussions going
on in the hall. "Sally do you think
this outfit is okay? You're lying I
can tell! Ijustdon'thaveanythingto
wear! I just won't go out tonight."
Make up clutters desk tops, curlers,

r.

PROTESTANT
WORSHIP
SERVICE
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tionwide by the close of November.
AlinaDuhn
Guest Wri1et

The ladies of Alpha Chi Omega
welcomed their new house mother,
Mabel Bistline, when she moved
into the sorority house on Oct. 8. She
is affectionately called, "Mrs. B."
However, this is only one of her
many nicknames. Another springs
from the fact that she is a twin and as
a child was called "Boots," complementing her sist£'J''s nickname, "Bub."
Mrs. B. is more than a new addition
to the residential life staff at UOP.
She is also a sophomore working
towards her bachelor's degree in
communications. Previously, she
attended Biola University in Los
Angeles for two years. Extra-curricular activities are a large part of
Mrs. B.'s day. She enjoys swimming, music, golf, square dancing,
and is a member of the UOPOrianna
choir.

She is also involved in many social
organizations, including the StocktonYacht Club and the First Presbyterian Church choir. She has served
as a Red Cross swimming instructor
and as president of the Beta Rho
chapter of Beta Sigma Phi.
Family has always been a priority
in Mrs. B's life. She was married for
36 years, until her husband, Samuel
E. Bistline, passed away. Together,
she and her husband raised a daughter, Virginia, and have one grandchild, Bryan.
At Alpha Chi Omega, Mrs. B. has a
chance to become a second mother
to many young women and offer a
helping hand to those who need her.
"Becoming a house mother for a
sorority has always been a dream,"
said Mrs. B. The women of Alpha
Chi Omega responded, saying that
they are proud to be a part of her
dream come true.

''Living In
'a World
With Devils Filled' "
MORRIS CHAPEL

Sunday
11:00 AM
Dr. Gary B. Putnam
Univers~y Chaplain

The Easy Way To

The Dean's List!
CURTAINS

Introduction to Woodshed Acoustics

a Modern Technology. Student must

DELTA WORD PROCESSING
Term Papers, Resumes, Correspondence
Misc. Assignments
Competitive Rates
Lodi - 386-7624

appreciate craftsmanship and fine
harmonies. Research paper on two
main tracks, ••can You Get To That"
a ..She Doesn't Work Here Anymore"
required.

TRUFFLE SHAKE

The Balancing Act

belgian chocolate chocolate ice cream
~~g

a friend-Use your ASUOP coupon
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March Lane at Pacific Avenue

Delta Dining
"On the Water"
(~J\FE,

Happy Hour 5-7
Oyster Bar & Complimentary Hor'Deurves

PROFESSOR ANDY GILL - PRODUCER
LP/CASS
CD

6.99

11.99
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New Orleans Style Brunch
(Starting October 30)

LIVE music Friday & Saturday nights
Come try our new Regional Delta Style Cuisine
60 Fremont St. • 466-2622
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laughter of the Townhouse reveleq
all the way back to the bridge. The
~
quads are still alive with their s~
parties.
I ye-tltr
Hey, why is everyone headed OVer J,, ~0
••
to that truck with glasses? Is that a •··«
IS ~"'JI'
keg? Well it sure is! That's okay.r1 :u t.oS
is not in the dorm so no residential ~oil~~~" !It' 4
life rules are being broken (residents
,1~
•(otfl iS
of South/West found out that lllit · 111
(J5IS CJI~ _..rb
the hard way when they got kickeQ
'l,,de1 b (..DI'S lJco-'
out of the dorm for having a keg), . (~dP""d ~
There are a lot of students outside ~~~
tJtf 5
exiting different events. Some~
~o"'coming from the movies, others fr1X11
'
~
the jazz concert at the conservatory,
yep
Others are driving up from off-cam. q/J Jl
l)C 1,..1"'
pus movies and bars, and others frotn
~)lOS'$
off-campus parties.
~oil·
r6
Though the day has been long and
p~~fCI'bt
you are ready for bed, you can•1
'
JtVin"
bring yourself to go home and right
at tJC ~ ,6 •
to sleep. Some small get togetheriQ fl•, ~edJIII
a room beckons you. Or rna~ r.fell
1
someone you meet in the bathroo111
~,..bd'
will have a good story to tell from
(lid
the evening's adventures. Sometimes
a1 S!ail~
the tale is better than if you had been voU
there yourself.
A few over-zealous partieJ's are being
escorted to their beds to be tucked
in. But beware of those who do the
tucking in! Some people have found
getting up to be more of an ordeal
than getting to sleep. Some find
..-ful t1J1 f()Olball
themselves completely entwined wilb ~ ~tor' and cla mod
string and tied in to the bed.
Ref 'ian~P d ~
Head residents, beware of your dl ~~t,jkedlep!JgUC
property and room. Some weekend
~~·s chamP' ....""'"
partierS haVe been knOWn to Supel
!be V{r yC18 doUfl MUM"""I
glue you into your room. And 1 · ·. IJidOJIICCCSS( see WEEKEND page 10 )
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Rough week
for Water
Polo team

Basketball up for new season

TIGER TRACKS

Mike Schneider
Assnt. Sports Editor

7:30p.m.

Hockey hosts California

3:00p.m.
7:30p.m.

,.,.JII•vlll!m hosts Long llcach State

Polo at Peppcrdine
at Fresno State
•.••n~"rnu• hosts UC Irvine

noon
6:00p.m.
7:30p.m.

Polo at UC Irvine
Basketball hosts Brisbane Bullets

11:00 a.m.
2:00p.m.

7:30p.m.

Intramurals
very successful flag football season ended on Oct. 25 when SAE dethe Regulators and claimed the A League championship. Earlier in
,lhe Hawaii~n Express defeated the Bulldogs to claim the B League
'IVCI!IIItm~n. Avoided Like the Plague defeated a stubborn Krissanthamums team
the Women's ctuunpionship. Thanks go to 30 teams, over 300

1\PI.trtt<apalnts, and over a dozen students officials for making this year's nag
season a success.
lloAnnr ~rlt'~Prjust finished

the last week of its regular season and playoffs

this week.
Volleyball is also underway with 48 teams vying for championship ttanktops (botharenowondisplay ill thP. intrnmuralofficeandare
for pick-up by those of you who have won league championThe Turkey Trot will take place on Nov. 16 ... more on that next
I

Indoor Soccer Standings
(as of October 23)
Men's A
(f/Th}
- - - ._._
Qaadciua •• 2-2

S Phis 5-0

Hackers •• 2-3
Archania ••• 0-4

Crammers 3-2
Bulldogs •• 1-3
Hell in a Bucket** 1-4

Magicshow 4-0
Los Gatos 2-1
Bleeding Hearts 1-2
Anal Kicks 0-4

Jessie B.F. 0-3-1
Vectors • 0-4
Co-Ree
Orange (fffh)

o·s and rs 3-0
lSA United 2-1
We DOn'tcare 1-2
Speramus 0-3

Challenger 4.0
Johnnie B Good 3-1-1
Grand Daiscr 3-1-1
Jackson Guns 1-2-1
SW Surprise * 1-4
Jammers • 0-4-1

...
forfeit (teams with two or more forfeits please contact intramurals)

I

I

I

I

Around The Big West
Slate 17, San Jose State 15

Prcsno ran up a 17-0 first-half lead against the Spartans and held off a late
San Jose comeback as the Bulldogs moved one step closer to the Big West

1

l~lmJ)iOilShip by defeating the Spartarts in front of their home crowd.
s.ate's Steve Loops hit a 37-yard field goal late in tile frrst half to
FSU all the points they would need. Fresno is now 6-2 and 4.0 in the
West. and San Jose drops to 3-6.3-1 in the Big WesL

Akron Bob Dombrowski's 27-yard field goal with one second left in the

&atne ~lled victOry for the Zips. who moved to 4-5. With the nontariference loss, Fullerton fell to 3-6.
..

le~-El Paso 42, New Mexico State 9
Hegarty threw for two touchdowns ar~d the UTEP defense sco~ twice
lhe Miners, 8-1, rolled to victory agrunst the home-team Aggtes, who

~ped to 1-7.
'~'lllsa 33, Nevada-Las Vegas 7
o\t las Vegas, 'l'.J. Rubley passed for two touchdowns in the first half as the
lillrricanes, who gave up 82 points to Houston two weeks ago, beat the
ll.ebets, who fell to 3-4.

gyps UOP
of victory
Sporu Editor

-~

Mike Schneider
AssL Sports Editor

Since winning six of seven games
and moving up as far as seventh in
the national rankings less than a month
ago, the UOP water polo team has
fallen on hard times, losing in all of
its last six contests.
Over Homecoming weekend, the
Tigers hosted Big West rivals Pepperdine and UC Irvine, and were
defeated in both matches -- first by
an 11-7 margin and then 14-9.
On Oct. 22 and 23, against Long
Beach State and Stanford, the Tigers
had chances to halt their streak, but
were not able to grab a victory in
either game. A deep and talented
Long Beach State club effectively
took the game away from UOP by
seizing a 4-0 halftime lead. The 49ers
then proceeded to cruise to a 10-5
victory. Doug Sutherland, tied for
the team lead in scoring with 20
goals this season, paced Pacific with
a pair of goals.
Against Stanford, the Tigers hung
tough but were eventually worn down
by the Cardinal, ending up on the
short end of a 7-4 score, even though
goalie Dan Della Maggiora turned
in an impressive 13 saves,
Over the upcoming weekend, Pacific will hit the road and meet up
with Pepperdine and UC Irvine once
again. Their next home match is on
Saturday, Nov. 12, agianst the highlyrated Bears of Cal-Berkeley.

Men's basketball coach Bob Thomaso.l

Volleyball beats No.8 SDSU

Field goal

Tom Gregory

Men'sB
(f{fh)
Public Enemy 3-1
Jackson Dildos 3·1-1
Omega Phi Alpha 3-1
AG and the 7 dwarfs * 3-1

In the upcoming winter season, a
lot of new faces on the UOP men's
basketball team will work together
towards the goal of a successful
campaign in 1988-89. The Tigers
will be worlcing with five new coaches,
including incoming head coach Bob
Thomason, who was hired from
nearby Stanislaus State, and nine
new players.
Pacific will have to deal with the
loss of some key members of last
year's squad. Leading rebounder
Christian Gray graduated last spring,
and last season's leading scorer,
Domingo Rosario, was unable to
return from Puerto Rico to complete
.his senior season. Forward Willie
Tatum was expected to play a prominent role but chose to play professional baseball instead after being
drafted last spring. Guard Jon Barry,
who was named to the Big West allfreshman team, transferred to a junior college and will not suit up for
UOP.
Despite all this, the Tigers are still
optimistic about the year ahead.
Pacific brought in six junior college
transfers, all of whom may push for
starting positions or playing time,
and the coaches also feel good about
the three freshmen who have joined
the squad. Guard Reggie Ricks and
forwards Sam Barnes and Ron Tabron all played on the Merced JC
team that made it to the semifinals of
the California JC tournament last
( see BASKET page 10 )

g

Derrick Kau
Senior Staff Writer

The UOP volleyball team is riding
a two-game winning streak after its
victories over no. 8 San Diego State
12-15, 16-14, 15-9, 15-11, and Cal
State Fullerton 15-11, 15-8, 15-5.
The Aztecs of San Diego State came
to the Oct. 21 match with an overall
record of20-3 and in a second place

On Saturday,rthe Pacific football
team came within three points of
breaking their three-game losing
streak when they lost to Utah State
23-20.
The only thing that stood between
the Tigers and an upset victory over
the Aggies (3-5 overall and 3-2 in
conference play) was a 21-yard field
goal by Utah State's Russ Moody
with just 2:23 remaining in the game.
The Aggies came into the game
with a defense that ranks last in the
entire nation. The Tigers came out
on their first possession of the game
and took advantage of this weakness
by traveling 71 yards for a touchdown. Jon Grim polished off the
drive with a 1-yard plunge into the
end zone. Grim ended up rushing 15
times for a total of 56 yards.
At this point, Utah State's passing
attack took hold as the Big West's
third rnnked quarterback Brent Snyder
and his favorite target, Kendal Smith,
went to the air against UOP. Snyder
ended up throwing for 328 yards,
with Smith accounting 148 of those
yards with his seven receptions. The
two played a key role ir• ilie second
quarter when the Aggies put together
three straight scoring drives to take a
17-7lead.
UOP Sc:ored a field goal before the
half to decrease Utah's lead to just
10 point-;. The Tigers drove 75 yards
to set up Mark Gran's kick from 22
yards out
In the third quarter, Utah State
received the kick and were looking
to put UOP away. However, UOP's
· superb defensive end Kendrick Brown
put a fumble-causing hit on Snyder.
Richard Harris, who was playing in
his first game since undergoing surgery, recovered the fumble for Pacific. Eight plays later, Troy Cole
ran the ball in from six yards out.
Gran hit the conversion, and the
game was tied at 17.
Utah State then fought back to take
the lead on another Moody field
goal. This time, Moody hit from 43
yards out, and upped his season field
goal total to 10 out of 11 attempts.
Early in the fourth quarter, however, Gran made the game into a
kicking duel when he tied the game
with a 42-yarder, his second field
goal of the game. Gran has made 8
out of 13 of his attempts this season.
The Tigers managed to get the ball
back again before the Aggies scored
again. Unfortunately, with the ball
near mid-field, Tiger quarterback
(see FOOT page 10)

tie in the Big West-- two matches in
front of Pacific. Coach John Dunning called the match "a big one for
the Tigers because they would have
been in control if we didn't beat
them."
At flrst, the Aztecs looked to continue their good fortune as they
took the frrst game, and held a 10-3
commanding lead in the second.
However, the Tigers came stonniqg

Fast, Free
Delivery'"

The
Contest:
Domino's Pizza will
award free, up to 50 large
pizzas and $50.00 cash for
liquid refreshments to the
group purchasing the
most pizzas during
episode I, 10128188-11/15188.
Episode II will run 11/1818812/05/88. Winners from
episode I will be announced
in the 11117 Issue of the
Pacifican. Points will be
determined on a percenlage
basis (i.e. number of pizzas
divided by the total residents
in the each dorm).

back behind the play of CEC Player
of the Game Brooke Herrington.
H~rrington, having her best match
of the season, provided 16 kills for a
.342 hitting percentage, two service
aces, and 22 digs.
Herrington's Tiger teammates followed her example; Pam Lance collected 19 kills and 17 digs, Cathey
Scotian added 14 kills and 6 blocks,
(see VOLLEY paxe 10)

1. Carry-out orders and
all deliveries made
from your area's
Domino's Pizza store
will be counted if we
are given your group's
name and address.
2. Any pizza over $12.00
will be counted twice.
3. The winning group's
name will be published
in the local newspaper.
4. The location and time
of the party will be
convenient to both the
winners and Domino's
Pizza.
5. The 50 pizzas will be
two-item p1zzas. The
winner will have the
choice of items. The
pizzas do not have to
be the same.

Phdne: 952-3030
Our drivers carry less
than $20.00.
Limited delivery area.
@1986 Domono's Pizza. Inc.
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RATTLE
(continued from page 6)
pinnings of the band are also readily
apparent as Bono sings of apartheid,
drug abuse, and the bloody struggles
in their native Ireland. U2 has be ·
come not only rock's reigning supergroup but its social conscience as
well. Their songs draw from a musical vocabulary defined as much by
Martin Luther King, Jr. as by Elvis
Presley.
From a filmmaker's standpoint,
"Rattle and Hum" is a tremendous
achievement for director Phil Joanou.
At 26, Joanou 's credits include only
one feature film and two episodes of
"Amazing Stories."
The majority of the film is shot in
16 millimeter black and white, calling to mind the grainy. earthy look
of"The Joshua Tree," the album that
propelled U2 to the top last year.
The band docsn 'tshow itselfin color
until the stunning Sun Devil Stadium shots over halfway through the
film .
Although nothing can match a U2
concert, "Rattle and Hum" does
capture some of the feeling. If you
aren't one of the 3.5 million fans
who attended U2 concerts last year,
this film will give you at least a taste
of the experiece.

FOOT
(continued from page 9)
Jay Frost was intercepted. The Aggies went on to score the winning
field goal and drop UOP's record to
1-8 overall and 1-4 in the conference.
Vernon Hadnot lead the Tigers in
rushing yardage with 73 yards on 15
carries, while tightend Scott Lubow
had three receptions. Frost ended up
passing 15 times. He completed eight
of those passes for 147 yards, and
was intercepted three times.
This weekend the Tigers travel to
Fresno State. The Bulldogs arc coming
off of a big victory over San Jose
State, and need a win to stay in sole
possessionoftheBig Westlead. The
Tigers will have to keep an eye on
quarterback Mark Barsotti and receivers Dwight Pickens and Andre
Alexander. The Bulldogs running
backs Myron Jones and Kelly Skipper balance out Fresno's offensive
attack which is the Big West' s top
scoring unit
Sound like the Bulldogs arc powerful? They arc, but they were also
powe1ful last season when the Tigers ripped them 23-22 here in Stockton.

BASKET

VOLLEY

( cominuedfrompage 9)

( continued from page 9)

year.
UOP should also get some help
from guard Chris Fox, forward Daryl
Wolfe, and Chris Cox, who might
play at either a guard or forward
spot. Freshman guards Dell Demps
and Mike Nuttall, and freshman
forward Tommy Crawford also may
fit into the picture for Pacific.
"It's still a bit early to tell who will
start and how much each player will
play," said Assistant Coach Dave
Shoemaker. "We're still trying to
find out exactly what our strengths
and weaknesses will be this season
and then we will try to tailor our
game plans to those things."
Guards Dan Embick and Sean
Lasher, centers Holgcr Fuerst and
Don Lyttle, and forward/center Scott
Hemsath return from last year's club
and "have all done a good job for us
so far," said Shoemaker. The Tigers
hope that their experience will help
in putting together an improved squad.
"We're optimistic and enthusiastic
about this next season," Shoemaker
said. "It's a new year and we're just
going to take one game at a time and
let other people worry about the past.
W care going to be aggressive on the
court and try to play an exciting
brand of basketball that the fans will
enjoy. I think maintaining a positive
attitude will be one of the big keys
for doing well this year and I hope
that the UOP students and fans will
be quick to lend their support."
The Tigers will take the court for
the first time this Sunday afternoon
at 2 in the Spanos Center when they
meet the Brisbane Bull~ts, a touring
Austrailian professional team. Their
first regular-season home game will
be on Monday night, Nov. 28, at
7:30 against Santa Clara.

Leona Bielefeld had the gaml.! high
digs with 23, and freshman Sharon
Kasser had 10 kills and 8 blocks
(seven of which were solo).
DunningsaidKasser'spcrformance
was "the key to the match, shutting
down Kim Washington." The match
gave the Tigers there 12th consecutive win over the Aztecs. "It was the
first big win against a very good
team. That needs to happen to develop confidence," Dunning said.
UOP dominated the Cal State Fullerton match on Oct. 22 by out-blocking S-1 and out-hitting them .438 to
.089. Incidentally, the Tigers' .438
hitting percentage was the highest in
UOP history.
The entire team gave a good overall performance. Lance led the way
with eight kills for a .667 hitting
percentage, and nine digs; and Herrington had 15 diy,s to put her five
digs away from UOP's all-time dig
mark.
It is not surprising that the Tigers
are hitting better because of th~ir
focus in practice and matches on
eliminating serving, hitting, and
mental mistakcs. The result has been
four games in a row where Pacific
has hit at least .300, which is as good
as anybody has done. This is where
the improvement lies
In the next week, the Tigers wiU be
facing Long Beach, UC Irvine, and
Stanford, three teams that Pacific
has already suffered losses to.
Long Beach is the No. 10 team in
the country, and beat the Tigers in
five games in their last meeting 15ll, 17-15, 14-16, 15-8,3-15. It is an
important match because of the closeness in the conference rankings. Long
Beach will be here tomorrow night
at 7:30.
UC Irvine has their besttea!ll ever.
Earlier this year, Irvine stunned the
Tigers 6-15, 16-14,6-15, 15-13,815. They will be here this Saturday.
The third ranked Stanford Cardinal
beat UOP in straight sets 10-15, 1315, 5-15 in September. Pacific will
( continued from page 8 )
travel to Stanford this Tuesday to
Suzuki Samari was recently found in
test recent improvements
the front of one head resident's building, but not quite the way it had been
The Pacifican is now
left.
accepting applications
Sundays start slow and stay that
for the position of
way all day. Homework gets done.
Naps are taken. Football games are
watched. Basically, it's your average lazy Sunday to help you rest up
from the weekend and prepare for
the week ahead. Do not despair.
Another wild weekend is sure to
• EARN$$$
follow. The characters and plot may
• FLEXffiLE HOURS
stay the same, but you can never tell
Pick
up an application from the
what might happen with the wild life
Pacifican, 3rd floor Hand Hall,
atUOP.
or call 946-2155

WEEKEND

Get in on the Secret...
Find Your Career with CIA

• Our scientists. engineers, and technicians
In every branch of science are wor1dng
hands·on with technologies beyond the
commercial state of the art.
• Individuals who majored In humanities,
liberal arts. business administration languages, and fine arts are pursuing ~aried,
dynamic, and active careers with C IA.
• Computer scientists, data base specialists,
librarians, ooltors, and communications
engineers keep a pipeline of International
Information flowing and devise the means
of storing It In some of the most secure
systems ever created.
• Human resources specialists, logistics
engineers. psychologists, accountants,
lawyers, doctors, teachers, and many
other CIA professionals support the all
Important administration of our world-wide
organization

But the men and women who comprise this
singular organization are as diverse as the
country we help to safeguard. We come from
all races, creeds, and family backgrounds.
What we all have In common Is a special drive
and determination that has led us to a career
where we can do something positive In the
world. Many of the jobs we do also exist outside
the CIA...but they're not the same anywhere
else. The nature of the organization and Its
mission adds something special to whatever
career path you choose.

Now Can You Picture

f
'

FOR SALE
Skis 4 Sale
Rossignol4s Equip -- silver/black,
unmounted-- 190cm & FP Equip -blue/red, mounted-- 190cm. $75
each/BO. 4 info call Stephanie@
944-7686 (lla.m. - 11 p.m.)

e d

l

.
Drycleaning! Drycleamng.
Cheap! Cheap! Cheap! Cheap!
1
ASUOP Annex! ASUOPAnnex.
Cheap! Cheap! Cheaf' c.he~p!
L.-,::D:ry;.:c:le:a::n:.in:.:;:g:..
! _D...;ry:..c_e_a_
n_m~g_.

FIRST PLACE medals?
T HIRD PLACE and
PSYCH UP!
CONGRATS to UOP CREW

---1 TEAM for AWESOMENESS

Where's the Loan Store? The loan
store is now the ASUOP ANNEX
in the McCaffery Center. Same
services as last year, only better!
And now offered: DRY CLE ANING at CO:NlPETITIVE & CONVENIENT prices! COME IN AND
CHECK US OUT!

Scooter for Sale. Yamaha Riva
Deluxe '86. 952-7739. Price
negotiable.
Datsun 210, '75 $700 or B/0 19"
color T.V. $50 Call943-0917

PERSONAL

For Sale '85 Honda Rebel blk
250cc., 850 mi. Great Condition.
$650 OBO. Jon M. 474-9908

Kim __ Is your sleeping bag tired
and dirty after all that camping and
outdoor recreating? Bring it to the
ASUOP ANNEX and get it DRY
CLEANED. ---B.A.D.

Must Sell! '81 Datsun 210,
automatic, AM/FM Stereo cassette
with equalizer and nine speakers,
$700 or best offer, Ci!ll Megan at
473-7746.

Don't Miss! Graduate School
Informational Night -- Nov. 17,
8:00 p.m. McCaffrey Center
Conference Room.

1969 YW Bus-Camper. Re-built
engine, new clutch and front end.
$1,000 or best offer. 951 -6723
after 6 p.m. weekdays.

M, B, & L -- I just wanted to say I
love you guys. You' re the most
awesome friends. Love, KC
Jollymonsing: (AKA Lisa Althaus)
Samba, Peyote & Bongo. Miss
you and wish you were here.
Come back soon. Love, Donna,
Jahn & Andy.

HELP WANTED
Drivers Wanted-- Make up to $810/hour. Flexible Hours! Must be
18 years old with car and insurance. Contact Domino's Pizza at
952-3030 after 3:30p.m.

Phi Mu Alpha Music Fraternity is
sponsoring a men's choir open to
all men in the University community. Wednesday nights at 9:00.
Instrumental Rehearsal Hall.

SERVICES
Yearbook class. Two unit class
being offered in Spring. Call
ASUOP for details. 946-2233.

LADY TIGER CREW
Kathleen, Linda, Lara,
Gisella, Laura, Michele,
Bethany & Kathryn: We
that's left and PROUD. A
SOME ABOUNDS Luv ya
Living Group Pictures-- 1989
Yearbook. Nov. 7-10 See
R.A. for details.
W ORLD PRESS UOP's
rock band is back and eager
perform. Call 944-7322 or
7763.
Gene -- I am so lucky to have
as a big bro! Thanks for being
awesome. I love ya, Krisann.

Dennis -- Congratulations on an
awesome job during Family Week.
Good luck in Hell Week. Initiation is in two days. Love, Your
Big Sis, Jenny.

Plane Ticket For Sale THANKSGIVING Leaving Nov. 18 to
Hartford, Conn. Arriving back
Nov. 27 (round trip). Close to
N.Y.C. Worth $418 B.O. 9447917

Sacramento and Oakland!
weights-- how many MORE

Josefina -- You are the little pack
of dynamite still! Don' t forget, an
awesome coxswain and best
friend. Luv ya -- Gcege

AJC -- Black, sparkly and ~lli....IUIII'r
psyche up for an unforgettab~
formal night! Love ya, CAC.
BRIAN -- I love you and look
forward to a lifetime of fun
excitement. Love Always,
MICHELE.
LAUREL-- The ladies of
Chi Omega love you! You
inspiration to us all and we
looking forward to a
spring rush.
Alpha Chi Omega wishes
good luck and don't break a
Karen & Ernie,
CONGRATULATIONS!!!
We wish you all the best!
-TheP'can
Matthew & Megan,
We could be in San r l >tiiSISl:ll
Had a great time m Atlanta!

Have you

heard the one
about the CO\I\1,
theFren an,
and the bottle
of Budweiser?

Have you got what It takes? All applicants
must be US citizens with a highly developed
sense of honesty and personal Integrity.
Because of the Important nature of CIA careers
our application process requires medical and '
psychiatric exams, a thorough background
Investigation and a polygraph Interview. All this
takes time, so apply early.
Find out how your chosen career field could be
enhanced by the special challenges and rewards
of a CIA career.
ATTEND OUR PRESENTATION:

Thursday, November 10
7:00pm
RED LION M:>TOR INN
2001 Point West Way

Undergraduates are encouragad to attend for
career guidance. Student attire Ill appropnate.

Personnel Representative
P. 0. Box 3127
So. El Monte, CA 91733

Exciting Careers For
Exceptional Individuals
All these unique individuals worl<.lng
together make up the CIA. Together we
serve our special ml~slon of keeping the
nation's top pollcymakers supplied with the
Intelligence needed lor national security.
There Is no organization quite like the CIA.

l

•

Yourself In The CIA?

Sacramento
• Other resourceful men and women - from
all kinds ol backgrounds - have chosen to
take on the special challenges and
rewards of serving as operational case
officers around the world engaged In the
collection of Intelligence.

l a s s

Assistant
News Editor

CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY

It's really no secret that the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) offers a greater
diversity of careers than almost any other
single organization. But a lot of people aren't
aware of the lull range of opportunities that
exist for CIA careers. The fact Is, CIA offers
exciting and challenging careers to men and
women from almost every academic and
professional background you can think of.

c

•

It goes something like this.

boruJ:/ir~~b~c:~~~n~~e na~e of l:Duis Pasteur discovered a way of keeping

late~ an American brewer ~h~n~~~~·:Jofa~ed ~he phocess '_'pasteuriz~tion~·
And he soon began using it to bottle his r:m b
P us usc got Wind of the idea.
Together they started a revolution in th~ eerk · 0f fr
late~ the dairy industry would jump on the w!;~ ~~~~ hesh ~s. In fa0. 22 years
Irs an old story, but an important one Beca~se wrere t e coo fits In.
a ~old Buci,~ou knoo you can count ona fr~sh tastin
o':e~ou pop open
,e.,_
'::,~ ~;~
PJeSe!Vatives And w<h qualny1n mi~. ade
e\)V:~
A year

ev:

1 ":;;.No

Pa~uednzation.

beZ

,.08"0"•

h
Irs just one of the reasons why Budweiser
as remam the King of Beers. for over 110 years.
'
The CIA is an Equal Opportunity Employer and
encourages applications from US citizens of aH
races and ethnic backgrounds.

lS

t~ '

